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      , Hibakusha. Survivors Of Hiroshima And Nagasaki [1], Tokyo, K?sei Publishing, 1986, pp. 206

First hand account of 25 hibakushas, survivors of the atomic bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki in August 1945.
They include soldiers, doctors, nurses, students, housewives, small children, Koreans brought to Japan for forced
labour, and victims who were yet unborn.
 
    , Civil Society Engagement in Disarmament Processes The Case for a Nuclear Weapons Ban [2], New York,
United Nations Office for Disarmament Affairs (UNODA), 2016, pp. 76

This publication focuses on the role of the Japanese hibakusha’s (atomic bomb survivors) experience in
advocating for a Treaty that could ban nuclear weapons. It also discusses the impact of nuclear weapons on the
environment as well as the human body, and offers arguments that delegitimise nuclear violence.
 
    , Survivors of Hiroshima and Nagasaki [3], Atomic Heritage Foundation, 2017

Provides a basic account of the bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, the censorship that followed, the setting up of
the Atomic Bomb Casualty Commission, the birth of the movement led by the hibakusha (atomic bomb survivors)
and the perception of them in the United States
 
    , New Approaches: #MeToo in Japan and the UK [4], Daiwa Anglo-Japanese Foundation, 2018

In this seminar, the impact of #MeToo was discussed in relation to the UK and Japan. The speakers outlined the
implications and effects that the movement has had across each society and the extent to which it may impact
government policies and legislation. The discussion also noted the challenges that the movement faces in both
Japan and the UK.

A link to the video of the Conference can be found here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9XqL--SOaJI [5]

A summary of two presentation can be read here http://dajf.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/Metoo-event-write-up.pdf [6]
 
    , 'Habitable Earth': The Big Story, Climate Justice [7], May-June 2019, New Internationalist, 2019, pp. 15-37

Examines a range of technical issues relating to reaching carbon zero emissions targets, but focuses primarily on
different forms of campaigning.  These include Buddhist temples disinvesting from fossil fuels in Japan, and the
often effective use of the law in Latin America, as well as examples of direct action. There is also a brief account of
the Costa Rican government's programme to be carbon neutral by 2050.
 
    Apter, David E. ; Sawa, Nagayo, Against the State: Politics and Social Protest in Japan [8], Cambridge MA,
Harvard University Press, 1984, pp. 271

Analysis of major campaign by agricultural community against loss of land for Narita airport.
 
    Broadbent, Jeffrey, Environmental Politics in Japan: Networks of Power and Protest [9], Cambridge, Cambridge
University Press, 1998, pp. 418

Examines dilemma of growth versus environmentalism, and how Japan has resolved it, with focus on how anti-
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pollution protests 1960s-1973 changed government policy , using the movement in one prefecture as a case study.
 
    Brown, Alexander, Power struggles: strategies and tactics of the anti-nuclear movement in contemporary Tokyo 
[10], Vol. Doctor of Philosophy, University of Wollongong, 2015, pp. 283

Explores the strategy and tactics of the anti-nuclear energy movement in Tokyo developed in the aftermath of the
Fukushima disaster in March 2011, points to the existing dissatisfaction with both the nuclear industry, and the
decaying institutions of Japan’s capitalist developmental state, as the foundations upon which the anti-nuclear
energy movement has become the longest social movement in Japan.
 
    Bullock, Julia ; Kano, Ayako ; Welker, James, Rethinking Japanese Feminisms [11], University of Hawai'i Press,
Honolulu, 2018, pp. 288

This book draws on a wide range of academic disciplines to present the very diverse nature of feminist thought and
activism in Japan since the early 20th century. It covers employment, education, literature and the arts, as well as
feminist protests and initiatives. The book includes ideas and approaches adopted by a range of cultural and socio-
political groups that have not bee labeled feminist, but which have promoted ideas and values close to feminism. It
also examines important aspects of feminist history to challenge the mainstream interpretation of them.
 
    Caldecott, Leonie, At the foot of the mountain: The Shibokusa women of Mount Fuji [12], ed. Jones, Lynne [13],
In Jones, Keeping the Peace [14] (F.6. War and Women's Resistance [15]), London, The Women's Press, pp.
98-107

Account of prolonged struggle to recover agricultural land occupied by US forces in 1945 and later retained by
Japanese armed forces.
 
    Chiavacci, David ; Obinger, Julia, Social Movements and Political Activism in Contemporary Japan: Re-emerging
from Invisibility [16], Oxon and New York, Routledge, 2018, pp. 212

This book explores social movements and forms of political activism in contemporary Japan, arguing that the 2011
Fukushima nuclear accident led to a resurgence in social and protest movements and inaugurated a new era of
civic engagement. Re-examines older and recent forms of activism in Japan, as well as provides studies of specific
movements that developed after Fukushima. The book considers structural challenges that activists face in
contemporary Japan, and how the newly developing movements have been shaped by the neo-conservative
policies of the Japanese government. The authors also considers how the Japanese experience adds to our
understanding of how social movements work, and whether it might challenge prevailing theoretical frameworks.
 
    Chiba, Shin ; Shoenbaum, Thomas, Peace Movements and Pacifism after September 11 [17], Camberley
Surrey, UK, Edward Elgar Publishing, 2008, pp. 256

This book provides scholarly Japanese and  East Asian perspectives on how the September 11 2001 attack on the
US changed the prospects for international peace. Other chapters explore pacifism from religious (Christian and
Islamic) perspectives and also in relation to Kant's philosophy. Japan's postwar 'constitutional pacifism', and
specific ways to promote peace in the 21st century are also discussed.
 
    Cockburn, Cynthia, Anti-Militarism: Political and Gender Dynamics of Peace Movements [18], London, Pluto
Press, 2012, pp. 320

Feminist peace activist provides her theoretical perspective on cross-national case studies including UK peace
movement, War Resisters’ International, anti-militarist campaigns in Spain, Korea and Japan, and the anti-NATO
demonstrations in Strasbourg 2009.
 
    Dalton, Emma, Sexual harassment of women politicians in Japan [19], Journal of Gender-Based Violence, Vol.
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1, no. 2, 2017, pp. 205-219

Three women were appointed to politically powerful and historically significant positions in Japan in 2016. Koike
Yuriko became the first female governor of Tokyo, Renho Murata became the leader of the opposition party, the
Democratic Party, and Inada Tomomi became the Minister of Defence. Despite these gains, Japanese politics can
be a hostile place for women. Japan's national legislative assembly has the lowest representation of women among
OECD countries, and harassment of women in politics is common. Situating Japan within the emerging ‘Violence
Against Women in Politics’ (VAWP) literature, the author draws on a 2014 survey of women politicians about their
experiences of sexual harassment as well as interviews with individual women politicians. Harassment is a 'hidden'
problem due to ineffective legislation and a lack of awareness of what forms it takes. The author argues that the
first step in combating sexual harassment of women in politics in Japan is to make it visible.
 
    Dalton, Emma, A feminist critical discourse analysis of sexual harassment in the Japanese political and media
worlds [20], ed. Bullock, Julia [21], Kano, Ayako [22], Welker, James [23], Women's Studies International Forum,
Vol. 77, 2019, pp. 1-10

This article examines sexual harassment that has occurred worlds of media and politics in Japan, in the context of
the global (mostly Western) #MeToo movement. It argues that harassment by male political leaders constitutes a
pattern and should not be seen simply as isolated individual incidents. This pattern occurs within a cultural context
that discourages women from speaking out about individual grievances. The naming of this pattern of sexual
harassment is important to address ‘Violence Against Women in Politics’ (VAWP), a problem around the world.
The public and media outrage directed at individual sexist statements by male politicians often dissipates, only to
emerge again after the next sexist incident makes headlines. By establishing a pattern of sexual harassment, the
author aims to show that there is a systemic problem facing all women working in politics or in close proximity to
politicians in Japan.
 
    Grant, Matthew ; Ziemann, Benjamin, Understanding the imaginary war. Culture, thought and nuclear conflict,
1945–90 [24], Manchester, Manchester University Press, 2017, pp. 316

The authors reinterpret the Cold War as an ‘imaginary war’, a conflict that had visions of nuclear devastation as
one of its main battlegrounds, and provide and cultural representations of nuclear war. There are chapters and
case studies on Western Europe, the USSR, Japan and the USA. Drawing on various strands of intellectual debate
and from different media, such as documentary film and debates among physicians, the contributors demonstrate
the difficulties in making the unthinkable and unimaginable - nuclear apocalypse - imaginable. The aim is to make
nuclear culture relevant to an understanding of the period from 1945 to 1990.
 
    Greenwood, Ian ; McBride, Jo, Community Unionism: A Comparative Analysis of Concepts and Contexts [25],
Basingstoke, Palgrave/Macmillan, 2009, pp. 264

Explores the diverse meanings of community unionism, provides case studies from the UK – the ‘London’s living
wage’ campaign, and activism by black and minority workers and migrant workers – and from Japan, Australia and
the US.
 
    Gross, Corinna, Rebel Girls: Radical Feminism and Self-Narrative in Early 20th-Century Japan and China [26],
The Division Languages and Literatures of Bard College, 2019, pp. 107

Compares the evolution of the role of women in the Japanese and Chinese society from the 19th Century to today.
 
    Hasunuma, Linda ; Shin, Ki-young, MeToo in Japan and South Korea: #WeToo, #WithYou [27], Journal of
Women, Politics & Policy, Vol. 40, no. 1, 2019, pp. 97-111

This article compares the impact of the #MeToo movement in South Korea and Japan. In South Korea, #MeToo
inspired many women to go public with their accusations in numerous high-profile cases. Those accusations in turn
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inspired mass demonstrations and demands for legal reform. In South Korea, the movement also led to policy
proposals and the revision of laws on sexual harassment and gender-based violence. In Japan, however, the
movement has grown more slowly. Fewer women made public accusations, and if they did, they tended to remain
anonymous. The movement has been limited to a small number of cases leading to a professional network to
support women journalists. The authors argue that the different outcomes can be explained by the strength of
women’s engagement in civil society and the nature of the media coverage in each case. In both countries,
however, women continue to face a powerful backlash that includes victim-blaming and social and professional
sanctions for speaking up.
 
    Havens, Thomas, Fire Across the Sea: The Vietnam War and Japan, 1965-1975 [28], Princeton NJ, Princeton
University Press, 1987, pp. 330

Covers growth of a major anti-war movement of rallies and marches against Japanese government support for the
US in the war and the use of US bases in Japan.
 
    Intondi, Vincent, African American Against The Bomb. Nuclear Weapons, Colonialism And The Black Freedom
Movement [29], Stanford, CA, Stanford University Press, 2015, pp. 224

Historian Vincent Intondi describes the long but little-known history of Black Americans in the Nuclear Disarmament
Movement from 1945, when some protested against the A- bomb dropped on Hiroshima and Nagasaki, to today.
He shows how those black activists who fought for nuclear disarmament connected the nuclear issue with the fight
for racial equality. Intondi also shows that from early on, blacks in America saw the use of atomic bombs as a racial
issue, asking why such enormous resources were being spent building nuclear arms instead of being used to
improve impoverished communities.
 
    Jayawardena, Kumari, Feminism And Nationalism In The Third World [30], London and New York, Verso, 2016,
pp. 304

By demolishing the myth that feminism originated in the West, Kumari Jayawardena presents feminism as it
originated in the Third World, erupting from the specific struggles of women fighting against colonial power, for
education or the vote, for safety, and against poverty and inequality. Gives particular attention to Afghanistan,
China, Egypt, India, Indonesia, Iran, Japan, Korea, the Philippines, Sri Lanka, Turkey, and Vietnam.

To look at a brief extract of the book see also https://www.versobooks.com/blogs/4018-feminism-and-nationalism-in-
the-third-world [31]
 
    Kedzior, Sya Buryn ; Leonard, Liam, Occupy the Earth: Global Environmental Movements [32], ed. Kalland, Arne
[33], Persoon, Gerard [34], Bingley, Emerald Publishing Group, 2014, pp. 275

Covers range of environmental campaigns in different parts of the world, including Ireland, France, Israel, Japan,
India and Indonesia.
 
    Kelsey, Kim, Set in Bronze: Examining the Women’s Movements and the Politics of Comfort Women
Memorialization [35], Vol. Master of Arts in Anthropology, Los Angeles, University of California, 2018, pp. 47

After decades of silence, many surviving ‘comfort women’ – sex slaves for the Imperial Japanese Army in World
War Two - have publicly come forward to demand justice through apologies and reparations. The Japanese
government has continued to deny responsibility. In response, supporters of ‘comfort women’ have created public
memorials throughout the world, particularly in the US. These memorials have led to Japanese diplomatic
intervention and demands for their removal, sparking a battle for recognition in the public sphere. This thesis
explores the ‘comfort women’ movement and the controversy surrounding the memorials, reexamining these
memorials as a form of recognition, reparations and reconciliation.

The thesis can be accessed here https://escholarship.org/uc/item/5h71r542#article_main  [36]
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    King, Alex, Anti-nuclear protest art that will stop you in your tracks. Never again [37], Huck, 2015

A collection of some of the most iconic artworks from seven decades of anti-nuclear movement aimed at
suggesting the rethinking of the idea of living under the shadow on nuclear weapons realised on the occasion of
the 70th anniversary of the bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki.
 
    Knight, John, The Forest Grant Movement in Japan [38], In Kalland; Persoon, Environmental Movements in Asia
[39] (C.1.a. General and International Studies [40]), London and New York, Routledge, pp. 110-130

 
    Lies, Elaine, Japanese to compensate victims of forced sterilization [41], Reuters, 2019

Report on Japanese law that compensates thousands of people who were sterilized, often without their consent,
under a government program to prevent the birth of “inferior descendants” that remained in effect under “Eugenics
Protection Law”, from 1948 to 1996.

See also: Kyodo, ‘Woman sues Japan over forced sterilization under eugenics law’, Japan Times, 3 July 2020.

https://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2020/07/03/national/crime-legal/forced-sterilization-eugenics-law-
court/#.Xx8tYvhKhxg [42]
 
    Lifton, Robert ; Mitchell, Greg, Hiroshima In America. A Half Century Of Denial [43], New York, Avon Books,
1995, pp. 427

The authors examine President Truman’s motives for authorizing and then defending the use of the atomic bomb
on Hiroshima and Nagasaki. They also discuss the moral concern of many of the scientists that directed the
Manhattan Project, and expose the official attempts by historians and the media to suppress or distort the
information about it.
 
    Litz, Alex, Calling Myself a Feminist in Japan [44], Uprizine, 2019

Wakako Fukuda, one of the leading voices of the SEALDs (Student Emergency Action for Liberal Democracy)
activist group in Japan, speaks about her experience of being discriminated against at work, and endlessly
harassed online, for her strong presence in the Japanese feminist activist community.
 
    McCurry, Justin, Shiori Ito, symbol’s of Japan’s MeToo movement, wins rape lawsuit damages [45], The
Guardian, 2019

Japanese journalist Shiori Ito was awarded damages after publicly accusing Noriyuki Yamaguchi, a famous TV
presenter, of rape in 2017. Her case became a symbol of Japan’s MeToo movement and of the country’s failure to
investigate allegations of rape and sexual assaults. After Shiori Ito went public, the documentary ‘Japan’s Secret
Shame’ was released by the BBC, covering violence towards women, and structural inequality and discrimination
against women in Japan, as well as on her individual case.
 
    Nakoaa, Yuka, Feminist scholar calls Japan's gender problem "human disaster" [46], Kyodo News, 2019

Finland’s Han Honours award, which recognizes individuals promoting equality around the world, was given to
Professor Chizuko Ueno, a Women’s Studies scholar in January 2019 for her research and books, and also for her
activism for women’s right in Japan. She has provoked debates on issues such as gender discrimination and
sexual violence. This article, which notes several high profile recent incidents exposing sexism in Japan, reports
Professor Ueno’s comments on sexism.
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    Nemoto, Kumiko, Too Few Women At The Top. The Persistence Of Inequality In Japan [47], New York, Cornell
University Press, 2016, pp. 296

The number of women in positions of power and authority in Japanese companies has remained small despite the
increase in the number of educated women and the laws on gender equality. Kumiko Nemoto challenges claims
that the surge in women’s education and employment will logically lead to the decline of gender inequality and
eventually improve women’s status in the Japanese workplace. Interviews with diverse groups of workers at three
Japanese financial companies and two cosmetics companies in Tokyo reveal the persistence of vertical sex
segregation as a cost-saving measure. Women’s progress is impeded by corporate customs such as pay and
promotion, track-based hiring of women, long working hours, and the absence of women leaders. Gender equality
for common businesses requires that Japan fundamentally depart from its postwar methods of business
management. Comparison with the situation in the United States makes the author’s analysis of the Japanese
case relevant for understanding the dynamics of the glass ceiling in U.S. workplaces as well.
 
    Nomiya, Under a Global Mask: Family Narratives and Local Memory in a Global Social Movement in Japan [48],
Societies Without Borders, Vol. 4, no. 2, 2010, pp. 117-140

This study of the Japanese branch of the global World Peace Now movement, which organizes
synchronized 'waves of protest', examines the motives for taking part in such peace activism. The author focuses
especially on personal experiences, family narratives and local collective memory.
 
    Ochoa, Danielle ; Manalastas, Eric Julian ; Deguchi, Makiko ; Louis, Winnifred R., Mobilising Men: Ally Identities
and Collective Action in Japan and the Philippines [49], Journal of Pacific Rim Psychology, Vol. 13, no. 14, 2019,
pp. 1-11

Men have an important role as allies in reducing discrimination against women. Using the Social Identity Model of
Collective Action (SIMCA), the authors examined whether men's identification with women would predict their allied
collective actions. They also examined whether men’s identification with their own group would reduce their
willingness to improve women's situation. They found that moral beliefs and a sense of group efficacy made men
more likely to join in collective action to combat discrimination against women. They also discuss the possible role
of norms and concept of legitimacy in society in explaining the pattern of results.
 
    O’Mochain, Robert, Sexual Harassment: A Critical Issue for EFL in Japan [50], The Language Teacher, Vol. 43,
no. 1, 2019, pp. 9-13

Since the end of 2017, many controversies and social media campaigns, especially the “#MeToo” movement,
have kept the issue of sexual harassment in the public eye, intentionally, but its impact in Japan has been limited.
This is surprising as sexual harassment is prevalent in many social spheres in Japan, including in educational
institutions. This article outlines the extent of the problem and provides suggestions for classroom activities and
educational initiatives to raise awareness for the transformation of currently toxic conditions.
 
    Packard, George R., Protest in Tokyo: The Security Treaty Crisis of 1960 [51], Princeton NJ, Princeton
University Press, 1966, pp. 423

Includes coverage of petitions, strikes and demonstrations of May-June 1960 with emphasis on role of Zengakuren
student organization.
 
    Quinsaat, Sharon, Movement “Branding” in the Japanese Anti-War Protests [52], Mobilizing Ideas, 2016

Focuses on the moderate non-partisan Students Emergency Action for Liberal Democracy (SEALD), examining its
origins and scope and its roots in the humanitarian catastrophes of World War Two, especially Hiroshima and
Nagasaki.
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See also: McCurry, Justin, ‘New generation of Japanese anti-war protesters challenge Abe’, The Guardian, 16
September 2015.

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/sep/16/japanese-anti-war-protesters-challenge-shinzo-abe [53]

Reports on the reasons given by young SEALD members for joining the movement.

See also: Takenaka, Kiyoshi, ‘Huge protest in Tokyo rails against PM Abe's security bills’, Reuters, 30 August
2015.

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-japan-politics-protest-idUSKCN0QZ0C320150830 [54]
 
    Reimann, Kim, Security issues and new transnational peace-related movements in East Asia, the 1990s and
2000s [55], International Journal of Peace Studies, Vol. 13, no. 2, 2008, pp. 59-85

Citizen activism on issues of peace and security has historically been limited in East Asia, apart from the opposition
to nuclear weapons in Japan. Since the 1990s, however, an increasing number of NGOs and social groups have
focused on peace issues at local, national, regional and international levels .This article considers both domestic
and international reasons for a rise in peace-related activism and discusses three relatively recent movements in
Northeast Asia. 
 
    Rich, Motoko, A Pacifist Japan Starts to Embrace the Military [56], New York Times, 2017

Rich discusses whether public attitudes in Japan to maintaining strict constitutional constraints on use of its military
'Self-Defence Forces' are changing. (The postwar constitution includes a clause to renounce war and Japanese
policy has been based on a refusal to fight outside its borders, although it is closely allied to the US.) The article
notes the consistent pressure from Conservative Prime Minister Abe to strengthen Japanese military power through
increasing the budget, and his role in passing new security laws in 2015 that permitted for the first time Japanese
troops to take part in combat overseas. It also notes there was strong popular resistance to the new security laws
and that there are regular protests against US bases in Okinawa.

See also: 'Stop War': Thousands protest in Japan over military expansion law change', RT World News, 30 June 
2014.  

https://www.rt.com/news/169448-japan-protest-military-law/ [57]
 
    Saruya, Hiroe, Imagining “World Peace”: The Antinuclear Bomb Movement in Postwar Japan as a Transnational
Movement [58], In Iacobelli, Pedro, Danton Leary, Shinnosuke Takahashi (eds) Transnational Japan as History,
New York , Palgrave Macmillan, pp. 187-210

The end of World War II saw the emergence of a new public arena for imagining a “world society” in which nation-
states would cooperate to achieve peace, a dramatic change from the previous world of competitive nation states
engaging in multiple wars and imperial expansions. But, the author argues, this call for “world peace”—a renewed
political imaginary after the failed attempt of the League of Nations and the Kellogg–Briand Pact—was not simply
empty political rhetoric or a naive utopia. Its (re-)creation led to vigorous debate that resulted in various
transnational political institutions and forms of transnational activism in the aftermath of the war.
 
    Siripala, Thisanka, Slow to start, Japan is finally having a #MeToo moment [59], PRI, 2018

Addresses the development of the #MeToo movement in Japan that captured the nation's attention in April 2018
after a top-ranking Finance Ministry official was accused by a female reporter of repeated sexual harassment. A
secret recording published online revealed the bureaucrat asking the reporter, “Can I kiss you?” and “Can I hug
you?” and “Can I touch your breasts?” during an interview.

See also https://qz.com/1697589/japans-kutoo-movement-rejects-mandatory-high-heels-for-women/ [60]
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    Soliman, Rosemary, Women In Social Movements In Japan: A Study Of Changing Roles And Strategies In
Political Participation Since The 1970s [61], Vol. PhD, Tokyo, Waseda University, 2018, pp. 271

This work explores the causes of women’s under-representation of women in Japanese politics, their portrayal in
Japanese media and the extent of their participation in social movements.
 
    Stettner, Shannon ; Acherman, Katrina ; Burnett, Kristin ; Hay, Travis, Transcending Borders. Abortion in the
Past and Present [62], Cham, Switzerland, Palgrave Macmillan, 2017, pp. 360

This volume investigates different abortion and reproductive practices across time, space, geography, national
boundaries, and cultures. The authors specialise in the reproductive politics of Australia, Bolivia, Cameroon,
France, ‘German East Africa,’ Ireland, Japan, Sweden, South Africa, the United States and Zanzibar, and cover
the pre-modern era and the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, as well as the present day. Contributors draw on
different theoretical frameworks, including ‘intersectionality’ and ‘reproductive justice’ to explore the very varied
conditions in which women have been forced to make these life-altering decisions.  
 
    Vittinghoff, Anna, A brief introduction to Japanese feminism [63], Post graduate Gender Research Network of
Scotland, 2018

Briefly outlines the history of feminism from the Meiji era (1868-1912) until the present.
 
    Weiss, Meredith Leigh ; Aspinall, Edward, Student Activism in Asia: Between Protest and Powerlessness [64],
ed. Solomon, Clare [65], Palmieri, Tania [66], Minneapolis MN, University of Minnesota Press, 2012, pp. 318

Comparative examination of student-led protest challenging governments in Asia since the Second World War, with
a focus on Burma, China, Hong Kong, Japan, Taiwan, South Korea, Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand and the
Philippines
 
    Wittner, Lawrence, The power of protest [67], The Asia-Pacific Journal, Vol. 2, no. 7, 2004, pp. 1-6

A reflection on how the anti-nuclear weapons movements worldwide have prevented a nuclear war after the
bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, and the lessons that can be drawn for the future.
 
    Wong, Anny, The Anti-Tropical Timber Campaign in Japan [68], In Kalland; Persoon, Environmental Movements
in Asia [39] (C.1.a. General and International Studies [40]), London and New York, Routledge, pp. 131-150

 
    Yeo, Andrew, Activists, Alliances and Anti-US Base Protests [69], New York, Cambridge University Press, 2011,
pp. 240

Examines the impact of anti-base movements on politics, and the role of bilateral military alliances influencing
results of protest. Findings drawn from interviews with activists, politicians and US base officials in the Philippines,
Japan (Okinawa), Ecudaor, Italy and South Korea. See also: Yeo, Andrew , Anti-Base Movements in South Korea:
Comparative Perspective on the Asia-Pacific [70] The Asia Pacific Journal, 2010, pp. 39-73
 
    Yeo, Andrew, Activists, Alliances and Anti-US Base Protests [71], New York, Cambridge University Press, 2011,
pp. 240

Examines the impact of anti-base movements on politics, and the role of bilateral military alliances influencing
results of protest. Findings drawn from interviews with activists, politicians and US base officials in the Philippines,
Japan (Okinawa), Ecudaor, Italy and South Korea. See also: Yeo, Andrew , Anti-Base Movements in South Korea:
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Comparative Perspective on the Asia-Pacific [70] The Asia Pacific Journal, 2010, pp. 39-73
 
    Zinn, Howard, The Bomb [72], San Francisco, CA, City Lights, 2010, pp. 91

In this work, Zinn looks at the negative consequences of combat at the core moral and ethical issues citizens must
face during times of war. He reflects on his youthful experience of combat in WWII, which led him to drop bombs on
the French town of Royan. His later recognition of what the bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki entailed prompted
him to become one of the most committed and passionate advocates of non-violence in the USA.
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